The Butterfly Game
discovered butterflies. They are looking at
the interesting patterns and coloration of the wings, doing careful
and clever drawings and tracings of them . . . At least they are
looking at something, trying to justify something, ma~ing excuses
for something. For these people-partitionists, separate development theorists, race federationists, franchise qualification calculators- are the same people who only ye.sterday, if they thought
at all, did so in "keep the kaffir in his place" terms.
This world of fantasy, of drawing lines on maps and playing
double acrostics with race groups, is the beginners' phase.
The re~ction of the white electorate will help to bring some
of them to their senses. Those schemes that offer the Africans a
foot in the door will meet with a sharp rebuff from the whites.
They will all be brought a step nearer reality when they fail to
earn the forgiveness of the world by talking about redrawing some
lines on the map, and by renaming apartheid.
They will also learn that non-white South Africans are no
longer interested in tricky schemes that offer them the foot in the
door they once had.
The voters don't want these drawings of butteflies' wings. The
voteless hate them.
There mayor may not be time for the new schemers to pass
on to the next phase: that of seeking full equality with their
black fellow-countrymen. They will have a very hard job persuading their white fellow-countrymen to do the same. But this,
if there is time for it, will be better than waving those drawings
at them.
THE CHILDREN HAVE

Rhodesian Vote-catching
the poverty of white Rhodesian
politics than the recent attempt of Sir Edgar Whitehead to save
the copperbelt for Southern Rhode1sia by making it the price of
Northern Rhodesian democracy. The naivety of the proposal, and
the obvious contempt it displays for the African politicians' grasp
of the realities of power in the Federation, may indicate the mentality of Southern Rhodesia's government. But neither explains
completely why the manoeuvre was so palpable. Such crudity is
usually reserved for vote-catching, and Sir Edgar, it seems, is
badly in need of votes. The dispute between him and Sir Roy
within the UFP has earned him the reputation of being 'soft.' So
have his attempts at removing some of the irritations of the colour
bar. Together they could mean his political end-and that of the
UFP. With Nyasaland ready to secede, Northern Rhodesia forcing
the case for majority African rule, and the white knights preparing
to battle over Southern Rhodesia, the help of the United Nations
may be more necessary than Sir Hugh Foot realises.
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Neo-Colonialism "

government's policy for the Transkei
tend to divide into two camps. Both are' integrationist"
and object to South Africa being carved up into separate racial states. They differ on most other aspects.
Conservatives argue that the proposals will give too
much power to people who are unprepared for it, and
will result in the formation of hostile, anti-White states
on the Republic's borders. The United Party has taken
over the Nationalists' "Black Peril" electioneering cry
and predicts that the Transkei 'will turn to communism,
oppress and expel the Whites in the territory, and
become a military menace to the rest of the country.
Radicals and liberals hold an opposite opinion. They
say that there is "nothing new" in the scheme. It is a
trick to divert attention from the African's claim to take
part in the government of the whole country. The
reality behind the humbug is that the Whites will
continue to control the Transkei and that nothing will
be done to solve its problems.
'1 ationalists
put forward two versions. When·
speaking from election platforms, they play it down,
and put stress on the government's intention to retain
control of defence, justice and external affairs. Statements made to people abroad, 'on the other hand,
present the policy as a major constitutional change,
which will institute genuine self-government in the
reserves and offer them "autonomy" if not independence
in time to come.
There would have been less room for disagreement
about the government's intentions if it had been more
candid and precise in stating its constitutional proposals.
The most that an observer should do at this stage is to
analyse the stated reasons and terms of the draft,
examine its background, and draw conclusions from
known trends.
OPPONENTS OF THE

*

*

*

It is probable that the government has not tried to
look far ahead, but is mainly concerned with finding a
way out of its immediate difficulties. When he outlined
his proposals, the Prime Minister was emphatic in his
claim that they made a substantial concession to world
opinion and the external critics of apartheid. If there is
any justice left, he said, his policy will counteract the
hostile propaganda and rob international agitation
against South Africa of its force.
Re explained that a process of decolonisation had set
in ~fter the war. Afro-Asian and Communist states were
pressing for an extension of political rights to everyone.
It was now considered morally correct to give indepenJ. S I M 0 N S is professor of Comparative
African Law and Government in the University of
Cape Town.
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H. J. Simons

dence to national groups. This might not be a sound
policy for areas that formed part of the dominant country, but the general movement was in keeping with
world tendencies and morality.
Dr. Verwoerd's academic survey did not convey the
mood of anxiety and despondency that exists in government circles. The United ,Nations' decision to intervene
in South West Africa before the year ends is expected
to result in renewed attempts to apply sanctions against
the Republic. The possibility of military action being
taken is not ruled out. Underground organizations in
South Africa are believed to be plotting with African
states, as at the recent conference in Addis Ababa, to
strike simultaneously from outside and within.
The government must be aware that something more
than a gesture or paper reforms will be needed to
silence the international outcry. An extension of the
franchise is out of the question, says the Prime Minister;
therefore the only alternative is to adopt the decolonising formula of self-government, if not independence.
Like all colonial powers in a similar situation, Dr.
Verwoerd·'s party wants to make certain that if they
must hand over authority they will transfer it to men
who can be trusted to respect established interests
and suppress radical movements. "Neo-colonialism"
describes the relationship that the government wishes to
form with the "Bantu separate areas"; though the term
would be more appropriate at a higher stage of autonomy than the one proposed for the Transkei. The
problem is always to find reliable and responsible
people who will safeguard the interests of the dominant
power. The British and French relied on members of
the educated, professional and merchant class; the
South African Government pins its faith on the traditional tribal leaders.
The question to ask is whether they will be willing
and able to stem the tide of African nationalism or turn
it into channels from which it will not break out to beat
against the bulwarks of White supremacy. An assessment of the Transkei's draft constitution ought therefore
to start with an examination of the role of the chiefs
and their relation to African political movements. The
reaction of the Transkeians themselves may prove to be
the decisive factor.

*

*

*

The territory is being administered under great strain
and with the use of excessive coercive powers. Emergency regulations have operated for more than a year;
opponents of the regime have been banished from their
homes and sent into exile. Long-sustained demands of
Transkeians for effective self-rule must be satisfied
before there can be tranquillity. That, too, ·s an aim of
the new constitution.
In the days of the General Council or Bhunga, chiefs
headmen and commoners persistently pressed for an
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extension of the franchise to Africans and the right to
elect their own people to parliament. The Bhunga also
wanted greater power for itself. Councillors did not ask
for separation. In 1949 they rejected a motion urging
that the Transkei be declared a fifth province of the
Union. They wanted self-government and the abandonment of apartheid.
After ten years of steady pressure, the· Bhunga's
constitution was revised in 1953. The change provided
for the gradual replacement of magistrates by Africans
as chairmen of ~he district councils and, when all the
26 districts had African chairmen, the possible appointment of an African as chairman of the general council.
Africans would also gradually take the place of
magistrates on the executive council.
These arrangements fell short of what the progressive
element had hoped for, and they urged that the substitution should be speeded up. Further developments of the
council system were cut short by the change over to
Bantu Authorities, which the Bhunga had rejected in
1953. Two years later it '·committed suicide", as the
chief magistrate described the decision to accept the
principle of the Bantu Authorities Act.
The administration carried out a vigorous campaign
in support of the Act. Magistrates, who a few years
earlier had praised the council system in extravagant
terms, now denounced it as an alien institution, built
up on a European parliamentary model, and managed
to a very great extent by White officials. Councillors
believed that they would rid themselves of "government
by proclamation" if they made the change, and obtain
exclusive control of their affairs. More jobs would be
opened up to Africans, more revenue would come to the
council.

*

*

*

The argument that carried most weight was addressed
to the chiefs and headmen who, though elected for the
most part, made up the majority of the council. Bantu
Authorities, they were told, would restore their former
power and glory, bring back the tribal system of
government which centred round the Great Kraal, and
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make a reality of self-rule-after White officials had
car:efully nurtured the new order and guided it through
-childhood.
Self-rule was a lure that enticed even progressive
conlffioners into accepting chiefly rule. For, if the
government would not give real power to a popular
assembly, there was no other way of escape from
"government by proclamation". So the Bhunga took
the plunge, accepted Bantu Authorities, and proceeded
to ask for the immediate transfer of offices to Africans,
including the post of chairman of the coun·cil. "You
want to sack me?", asked the chief magistrate; and
Chief Kaizer Matanzima replied: "Yes, Sir!"
Now Chief Matanzima is the Presiding Chief of the
Transkeian Territorial Authority and is tipped off as
the future Prime Minister of the Transkeian Territories.
He presides over a council which 57 chiefs, 43 headmen
and 17 other members attended in 1960. They are either
ex-officio members, by reason of being appointed chiefs
or headmen, or are appointed by native commissioners
or by the head of a district authority or by the head of
a regional authority. A me'mber may have been elected
originally by taxpayers to a tribal authority at the
bottom of the pyramid, but his progress through the
tiers of district and regional authority to territorial
authority \vill depend on the goodwill of chiefs, headmen and native commissioners.
"Some chiefs are good, others are probably not so
good, and others probably even bad. They may be
uneducated. They may be addicted to drink." Mr.
Young, the secretary of the Bantu Administration
Department, said this in April 1955. Seven months later
he told the chiefs that: "It is common knowledge that
the majority of the people are backward and' uneducated. Under the Bantu authorities which you constitute
you will be able to lead the people in a true sense. You
will be able to tell them, not ask them what to do. That
is an important point."
Mr. Young's address to the Transkeian Territorial
Authority in 1960 explains why the government
appoints the blind to lead the blind. "There are people",
he said, "who say we should consult the leaders of the
Bantu people. They say we should consult, for example~
Sobukwe, or Tambo, or Kgosana. But who are they?
They are so-called leaders of illegal and banned organisations. They are not the traditional leaders of the
people."
Leaders they are', however, even if they do not inherit
their position. Some, like Chief Luthuli, are also
traditional leaders. It is their opposition to separatism
·and racial discrimination, not their lack of hereditary
status, that disqualifies them for offi'ce in the government's scheme. A chief who opposes official policies
runs the risk of being deposed. Bantu Authorities
eliminates opponents by obviating elections· and delegating responsibility to chiefs who are appointed by the
government and hold office at its pleasure.

*

*

*

Fairly detailed and probably accurate accounts of the
new constitution proposed for the Transkei have
appeared in the press. The draft provides for a legislative assembly of 131 members, consisting of 68 chiefs,
27 nominees of the paramount chiefs, 27 representatives
3

elected by Transkeian taxpayers, and 9 elected by
Transkeians living in towns outside the Transkei. There
is to be an executive council of 16 members appointed
by a prime minister. The assembly will legislate on all
matters except those specified as falling within the
competency of the South African Government. These
reserved functions include defence, internal security,
external affairs, communications and transport, immigration, currency, public loans, customs and excise.
Laws passed by the Transkeian Government will be
submitted to the President of the Republic for his
assent.
It is a hybrid kind of constitution and does not fit
into any of the recognised categories. It provides more
powers than those usually given to local government
bodies, falls far short of responsible or even semiresponsible government, and cannot be described as
representative government as long as the position of the
prime minister and the chiefs remains obscure. If the
chiefs continue to hold office at the will of the South
African Government, they cannot be truly representative of the people. If the prime minister is appointed by
the State President on the advice of the South African
Government, he and his executive will be responsible
to it and not to the legislative assembly.
One is tempted to describe the constitution as a
continuation of Bantu Authoriteis under another name.
There is certainly little in the proposals that goes further
than the original conception of Bantu Authorities as
providing for a wide measure of local autonomy. The
chiefs will remain the dominant section of the assembly..
though the inclusion of directly elected members must
make it rather more radical than the existing Territorial
Authority.
Experience in Africa does not bear out the government's contention that chiefs are the most suitable
instrument of social change. When required by a
colonial administration to carry out policies that clash
with traditional usage, they either resist the policy and
fall foul of the administration, or arouse the resentment
of their peoples. Their usual practice is to vacillate
between the two pressures, play one side off against the
other, and degenerate into futile, fumbling officials. If
they identify themselves closely with the alien rulers,
they bring their office into disrepute. It is likely that the
unrest experienced in the Transkei since the introduction of Bantu Authorities arose out of opposition to
soil conservation, Bantu Education, and other unpopular measures; but opposition to policies inevitably turns
into a rejection of the chiefs who execute them.
The success of the new constitution will turn on the
ability of the chiefs to retain the loyalty of the people.
To do this the chiefs will have to come to terms with
the leaders of African nationalism, who cannot be
expected to welcome a constitution that is designed to
keep them out of office. Alternatively, the cleavage
between nationalist leaders and traditional leaders will
widen. The probability is that the progressive chiefs
will link up with a popular movement led by radicals
and based on a demand for fully representative government, the repeal of discriminatory laws, and African
participation in the central government of the Republic.
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A Policeman
with a
Bunch of Keys
PETER MOTSOANE
The story of high rents
in a Pretoria location
of high rents here, it IS
better to know the big location called Atteridgeville
itself. It was established in 1940 as a reserve for African
occupation by the apartheid policy of the United Party
government of the time. At that time the biggest
African "black spot" in the Pretoria area was Marabastad. When it was demolished, residents who did not
want to go to Atteridgeville, either went to freehold
Lady Selborne or to Riverside and Eersterus where
they were allowed to own property. Those who had no
property went to Atteridgeville, which was then the
pride of the ruling. powers.
The rents charged on the houses then were very very
low and the houses themselves are very strong, having
been built with flat-lying bricks. Electric current was
provided and water was not charged for them. The
monthly rents in those days were between RI.80 for a
two-roomed house and R4.60 for a five-roomed. People
living in these houses used to be admired and were
called "bo-my-house", a slangy way of saying "housewives".
But new, high rents came into force in 1954. The
rents have gone up by over 250% on the average. They
now range between R6.60 for two rooms to RIO.77 for
five.
In addition to these rents water has to be paid for at
the rate of 25c per 1,000 gallons. Where the occupants
do washing for whites and have gardens and a bathroom, they sometimes get accounts reaching up to
R3.25. Electricity charges are up to RI.25 if the occupants have an electric iron, radiogram, electric kettle
and perhaps a heater.
Today these house,s in the "old location" (n1.zi
l1ldala) are dreaded.
TO UNDERSTAND THE STORY

*

*

*

In 1955, the Group Areas Board decided to enforce
its removal of African locations from the city, and the
remaining residents of Marabastad were the first to fall
under attack. Their belongings were truck-loaded to
Atteridgeville and, for those who so desired, to Vlakfontein municipal location, which had just been
founded. For the services of the municipal trucks the
residents had to pay an extra pound with their first rent.
These people were dumped into incomplete houses,
the council having erected only the four walls of the
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house and the sectioned rooms. It was up to the
residents to see to the rest at their own expense. These
houses are different from those of the "old" location.
They do not look strong and are shaped like a matchbox. Fences are very 10"'" and the latrines are combined,
although a separate tap for each house is provided.
These are the houses that are the pattern of all municipal locations for Africans created in the Republic and
South West Africa.
It was up to the Africans to collect soil from the
streets with their sons and daughters and fill the holes
that were to be their rooms. It was their responsibility
to dig into their pockets and sacrifice those hard-earned,
meagre wages to solidify the floors of their rooms. They
bought cement, sand and ash to complete the houses
they could never own, and without compensation from
the authorities.
It has been officially stated that if the council had to
present the houses to the people in a complete form,
then it would be forced to raise the rents from the
R5.38 now charged to a higher figure to recover "the
high costs involved".
Being a hygiene-conscious people and being industrious, the Africans bought paint and decorated the
walls of these houses. They also created gardens in
their yards.
All this they could not do immediately for they are
an impoverished community whose earnings are always
kept below the bread line.
The section where these houses are built is called the
"new location", (notse notcha). The "low" rents
charged here are still very high for the people and rent
prosecutions are very frequent. These often end in jail
for the defaulters.

*

*

*

The Group Areas Board recommended the removal
of Bantule and Mooiplaas squatters' camp. All were
moved to AtteridgevilIe.
When we from Bantule came here, we found that we
shared homes with residents from the "old" location
who had fled from the high rents. Life here was very
unpleasant then with the result that there was a "great
trek" within AtteridgevilIe itself.
Houses of rent defaulters were being locked daily in
Mzi Mdala. There was also hunger and unemployment
facing the poverty-stricken people. I have seen municipal policemen enter a house where rent was in arrears.
They ordered a family (which had a funeral vigil on the
go) out. Furniture was taken outside and the house was
locked. The police went in search of the next house on
their list.
Some families so ejected slept with neighbours, until
the neighbours themselves experienced the same ordeal
later. Some families had to use their fowl runs as
shelter. There were cries and weeping all over, but life
still went on. These people had to trek to the- "new"
section where the rents were "low".
Their ejected furniture was exposed to the mercy of
thieves and rain. However, today the situation has been
improved, if one can call it that, for when a house is
locked the furniture is truck-loaded to the superintendent's office where it may be auctioned if the rent
defaulter does not pay up in time. True enough this
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causes bitterness, and how can the people show their
disapproval? Through the "proper channels" their cries
fall on rock. But each time a house was vacated, young
boys would see to the task of smashing its windows and
doors. The -blind aim was to let the municipality incur
expenses in repairing the house concerned. In the "new'"
location, houses awaiting occupation underwent the
same fate. In revenge, municipal police went about the
locations arresting pass offenders.

*

*

*

Why were rents so high in Mzi Mdala? It was said
by the authorities that they would be occupied by the
"native middle class" who wanted to show off their
status by not mixing with the "low class" illiterates.
The so-called "middle class" was to cornprise "professionals" such as policemen, traders, teachers, drivers,
messengers, clerks etc. But of course some of these were
the very people who fled from Mzi Mdala.
Through victimisation, an organisation called the
Atteridgeville-Saulsville Vigilance Association failed to
champion the fight against the high rents because of
lack of support. Its leader, a Mrs. V. Baloyi was
threatened with expulsion from the location, after she
had enlisted the services of the Johannesburg attorney,
Mr. Pitje.
People from the "old" location have to pay double
rents when they get to new homes. They have to pay
the current rent in the new house plus an extra R3 to
decrease the previous credit. If not they face prosecution. Some owe as much as R140. They and the people
5

owing less do not pay normal rents, high as they are.
They all pay the monthly R5.38 plus an extra amount
to decrease their debt.
It is no easy life for Africans here. Even now, conditions have not changed. The sight of a policeman with
a bunch of keys in his hand is common. Even in Notse
Notcha there are people who have been jailed because
they owe rent.
Yet this place is a tourist attraction. Visitors are
shown clinics, police stations, beerhalls and recreation
centres. Rarely, if ever, are they told this story of high
rents, people who cannot pay, constant punishment of
men and women who have no rights, no votes and
therefore no "proper channels".
•

South Africa's
Knife-Edge
PATRICK

DUNCAN

Violence now may provoke
partition by force
19 NOVEMBER an article by Michael Scott appeared
in The Observer (London). The title was "Can Violence
be averted in South Africa?-" It consisted of a warning
that violence is today much closer than it has been in
the past and that "large-scale violence in South Africa,
whoever starts it, would let loose a holocaust of hatred
and destruction the like of which has not been seen
anywhere in Africa or Asia." It consisted, too, of a
plea that "the Western powers (should) initiate a process of carefully thought-out pressures and sanctions in
this situation of the White man's making."
This article is just one _of many indications that
violence is forming an ever-increasing part in South
Africa's thinking. Another sign, of course, is the rash
of bomb-explosions up and down our country. And still
another sign is the threatening language used more and
more by the Government. For instance, Mr. Sauer said
at the opening of the present parliamentary session that
only military intervention could deflect the Government
from its apartheid policy.
What should democrats' attitude be to this growing
tendency to violence? Should it be a pacifistic "Never"?
Or should it be an expedient "Sometimes"? Or should
we welcome the advent of violence, on the grounds that
only through violence can apartheid be defeated?
These questions, it seems to me, are about the most
important questions ahead of us. And they will have to
be answered in the very near future.
My own view is not in favour of total non-violence
in all circumstances. I am not a pacifist. I take the view
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that unless mankind had known how to fight we would
never have survived the long journey from the cave to
the city. And, although wars and killings are now nearly
always to be condemned, there are occasions when arms
must be taken up. One example was World War 11. I
defy anyone to go to the recent film of Hitler's life and
come out blaming the western democracies for having
declared war on the most evil regime in human history.
Another, hypothetical, example is that of the armed
nlaniac in a street firing indiscriminately into a crowd.
To me an attitude of total pacifism towards the maniac
is indefensible. He should be shot down, and the sooner
the better.
Having said this I would say that I am nearly a
pacifist, and that I believe that the occasions when
violence is justified are becoming few and far between.
Especially is this now true because of nuclear weapons.
In our present South African situation I am for nonviolence. But in view of what I have just said I am for
non-violence on practical, not on theoretical grounds. I
believe that the use of arms by our side, the side of
democracy, would at this time be folly. And this goes
for terrorism (the political use of violence against
human life) and sabotage (the political use of violence
against property), because sabotage and terrorism nearly
always go from bad to worse.
In the future there may come a moment when the
last embers of apartheid have to be quenched by force.
I can envisage this happening, and I can foresee circumstances in which I should approve. But that moment
has, in my view, most decidedly not yet come.
At this moment, as it seems to me, we in South
Africa are perched on a knife-edge: the knife-edge
between a democratic victory over the whole of South
Africa, and a partition of the country between Black
and White. Most intelligent people know that White
supremacy is dying, and dying fast. They know that
the African people of this country are about to enter
into the political kingdom. The unresolved question is
whether the African vote will be exercised in a central
parliament of a unified country, or whether it will be
exercised in a "Bantustan" parliament after the country
has been partitioned.
The former solution is the solution which democrats
desire. The latter would be a confession of failure,
failure by White and Black to live together in the same
country. It would also be a colossal economic disaster,
for nearly all agree that the Africans would be just as
unable to successfully operate a uni-racial Bantustan as
the Whites would be. unable to operate the existing
factories, farms, Inines and ports without the Africans.
Democrats tend to underestimate the power of South
Africa's Whites and the possibilities of partition. Of
course, so long as peace lasts, Dr. Verwoerd will be as
powerless as have been all his predecessors, to inflict
thoroughgoing partition on our country. But what if
peace were not to last?
If the holocaust spoken of by Michael Scott were t~
happen, can anyone doubt that the hands of the extreme
partitionists would be strengthened? And can anyone
doubt that the heavily-armed White minority would
win the first round? Experience in Eastern Germany
after World War 11 shows that millions of people can
be forced to leave their ancestral lands and to walk
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hundreds of miles to new homes. Can anyone doubt
that, after such a holocaust, White and Black would
reel apart, never wishing to see each other again? Surely
a line would be drawn down the middle of South
Africa and millions would be expelled from both sides
so that all the Whites were in one state and all the
Africans in the other.
Such a partition would be on the terms of the White
extremists.
As I see it, therefore, the oppressed should not take
up arms at this stage against apartheid, for to do so
would be to risk handing the best parts of South Africa
to Dr. Verwoerd, to risk a partition of the country on
the White minority's terms.
It may be objected that to refuse to use violence now
is to leave White supremacy unchallenged. This is not
so. Already such great pressures, mostly non-violent,
have built up here and abroad as to profoundly disturb
the Government. Dr. Verwoerd's words at the' beginning
of the Transkei debate were: "We live in serious times."
Dr. Verwoerd's concern is realistic. It is a concern
which has resulted from non-violent pressures, from
mounting non-co-operation and isolation. I know, tbat
it is being said that non-violence has failed, but I deny
it. Externally non-violent pressures are being tried, and
are working. Ant.i-,apartheid pressures will probably
culminate within a year in oil sanctions against South
Africa, enforced by a United Nations blockade. The
expulsion from the commonwealth is not yet one year
old, and it has already contributed greatly to the growing weakness and isolation of Dr. Verwoerd's government.
And, even internally, the 1961 stay-at-home cannot
be written off. Although it only succeeded in pockets,
the ,mere threat of a political general strike brought
about a total mobilization of the police and army. Has
it been proved that another attempt-particularly if
there is a real issue and not a phoney anti-republican
issue-would not succeed?
I know that in Europe and elsewhere dictatorships
have been set up under which resistance has been difficult or impossible. But this country has no equal in the
world, and what is true of uni-national Spain or
Germany is not necessarily true of multi-racial South
Mrica, with its indefensible frontiers, and its promise of
freedom to the' Transkei.
Remember, too, that apartheid has become a world
issue in a way Spanish fascism did not. There are
perhaps three thousand million people in the world
whose very being is insulted by the arrogant assumption
of White superiority in South Africa, and by Dr. Verwoerd's proclamation that the only South Africans
worthy of being included in his idea of the nation are
the Whites. Apartheid's symbolic status means that even
though the internal democratic struggle remains weak
it can call on devastatingly powerful aid from abroad.
Such aid would be less willingly given to violent
terrorists than to non-violent democrats.
Perhaps this is the biggest reason for us to control,
for 'another few years, our natural anger in South
Africa, for us to use, for another few years, weapons of
which we will never be ashamed, for us to learn the
power of non-violence and to learn to use it.
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Contributions should be sent to Africana,
P.O. Box 2068, Cape Town
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Mr. Peter Potgieter, of Lang Street, Rosettenville:
1 don't think much about the Transkei plan. But
when J d'o it strikes m,e that the idea of splitting up
the country into different self-governing sections
cannot work. It's not fair to the Whites. It is like
expecting a n'larried couple to share separate bedrOO11'ls.-Sunday Express.
I have a young baboon to swop for a baby's pram
and baby clothes, including shoes.-Swop column,
Rand Daily Mail (D. A. Higgs).
Youth of 24 looking for a clerical job, just from
school.-Situations wanted, The Star.
"An African from the kraal-if he has the braincan become an Einstein, but that won't necessarily
mean he is civilised in the true sense of the word."
-Major Piet van der By!, MP (UP)-Evening Post.
(Samuel Smiles)
Mr. Leibbrandt said the Bantu would have to be
trained to take over positions of responsibility over
a number of years. "I don't see anyone who would
be capable of taking over my job, for example."Cape Times (D. Cleminshaw).
Is Luthuli a Bantu Statesman or another Native
Agitator?-leaflet issued by W~. Collins (Africa)
(Pty.) Ltd. to advertise Chief Luthuli's Let My People Go.
The fact was that South Africa had done more for
the development of its Bantu, both in their "homelands" and in th~ rest of South Africa, than any
other country in Africa or the !Middle East.-Mr.
M. D. C. de Wet Nel M.P., Cape Tilnes.
Mr. Mitchell: What have I done?
The woman: You are the most hated man in Natal.
Mr'" Mitchell: What Indians have you been speaking to?-Cape Argus.
"I will not deny that South Africa's external position is not serious, but the United Party is panicking
and trying to force measures on South Africa which
could only make the situation worse. It wants to
pacify world opinion. But what is world opinion?
It i~ a mixture of Liberalism and Communism,
Buddhism and other unchristian ideologies."Senator H. J. Steyn ~P)-Rand Daily Mail.
Will the gentleman that gave me his telephone
number as I boarded the bus in Eloff Street on
Saturday 13 January, contact 44-6596.-Personal
column, Sunday Times.
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I
NORTHWARDS FROM JOHANNESBURG'S CENTRE there
stretch three avenues with the names of three Prime
.Ministers-Barry Hertzog, lan Smuts and Louis Botha.
Along lan Smuts and Barry Hertzog avenues are spread
the lavish regions of the Northern Suburbs: the large
plots, the often-painted houses, from which the Progressive Party, still the party of the upper class, draws the
bulk of its enlightened but insufficient clientele. But to
the east of Louis Botha Avenue, the main road to
Pretoria, there cluster the Transitional Suburbs-the
homes of newlyweds and pensioners, of those who have
just arrived or will soon depart, the dwellings of intermediacy and evanescence. They are not slums, like
Doornfontein: many whose incomes are momentarily or
even permanently high live there for choice. But they
have acquired a special quality, metropolitan and impersonal and hectic. In Hillbrow, in Berea, in Yeoville,
in Bellevue, the population drifts. In some blocks of
flats hardly a tenant stays a year. A new flat is easy to
find: brandnew blocks are always full, blocks twelve
months old half-empty. Population flows in and out.
Purposeless or intensely motivated, inhabitants move
across the street or around the corner and back again
and on and on. A political organiser is lucky if half
the names on the electoral roll are still good. Life surges
and life streams.

THE
ROBIN

DRIFT
FARQUHARSON

become thronged and intense. But for the· present their
occupants remain sparsely scattered, quiet, almost discreet. The coffee costs 12-!- cents a cup, but there are no
complaints. Whoever would come here just for the
coffee? The proprietor changes the metal cylinder of
the automaton-the new tune is "Volga Boatmen",
perhaps not ideally suited to the instrument. But the
automaton tinkles it bravely with a masculine flourish.
The coffee-drinkers smile.

11
A new place opened in town three weeks ago, and all
the boys have deserted the old place for it. No longer,
when the Cow's Head closes at 11.30, do they flock to
the Lighthouse which Fran90is from the Midi built up
with solitary toil until on its profits he could fly his
mother out from Marseilles. Now it is deserted, save by
the casual passer-by. At the new place, the Automaton,
a nineteenth-century mechanical figure repetitively picks
out tunes of long ago on .a harp that is more rococo
than baroque. The decorations are early Pseudish, only
redeemed by their self-consciousness. Salvaged fancy
ironwork sprouts between low tables. One wall is
entirely filled by a nlonstrous enlargement of an
Edwardian cycling party. The waiters wear ordinary
white shirts and flannels, but in every other way they
match the decorations.
It is barely ten o'clock, but already the atmosphere
is well established. At a table by the door sit two men,
one fortyish, with white shirt and brown corduroys; the
other twentyish or younger, with black shirt and jeans;
both wear sandals. The elder's expression is of kindness,
tolerance, joy at a good fortune which has obviously
endured longer than he felt he had any right to expect.
The younger's is exuberant, wry, ambivalent; as if he,
too, had found good fortune but was not sure exactly
what kind of pleasure it was giving him. At another
table sit two young men, both in their late twenties,
smilin,g in their enjoyment of a less asymmetrical situation, unanxious to conceal it even if they could. Elsewhere sit single figures, tenser because unfulfilled: every
. so often, two drift together, exchange a carefully neutral
sentence or two, then separate-or stay together. Presently the Cow's Head will close, and these tables
8

III
Nancy and Andrew are going overseas, they are flying
next week and Andrew has a marvellous job in
America, absolutely marvellous Nancy says and twice
the money and all expenses and a flat from the firm and
they simply can't afford not to go. They'll miss the
gang and the office and the paper and the Party and
the parties, but they've booked their seats and sold their
furniture and given up their lease and there's nothing
left for us to do but give a party for them, a really
bang-up full-scale non-racial party that they'll remember all the way to Heathrow. And fortunately it's quite
easy, despite the trouble we had last time, because
Robert has a house, a new, huge, spooky, empty house
off Louis Botha, and I'm taking a room there, and so I
asked him if we could have a farewell party for Nancy
and Andrew, and he said "Yes, of course", not even
worried, and so there we are. It doesn't matter that
there's no furniture, except Robert's bed that hasn't
even got a mattress yet, because you don't need furniture for a party, only a gramophone, and three of the
guests have brought their own, and records, and the

DR. ROB I N FAR Q U H A R SON, of the universities of Oxford and the Witwatersrand, is at
present conducting research into marginal mines,
and has written on psephology, in particular on
the theory of voting.
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extracts
from a
work in
progress

music really sounds marvellous, everyone says how
marvellous it is. There haven't been any invitations, the
word's just gone round, and everybodyJs here somehow,
the Libs and the Cods and all the Congresses, the
journalists and the people wr~ting novels and the n?npoliticals, and several domestIc servants. who wer~ Just
passing, and they've all brought theIr own lIquor,
mostly fortified wine in gallon jugs, it's much the
cheapest, and the party is really warming up, and the
windows are shaking very gently to the sound of the
three granlophones, and even. though there is no mattress on the bed Margaret and Arthur do not mind at
all, and everybody is saying that this is the most
marvellous party, when the doorbell rings and it is the
police. Fortunately Robert keeps them talking a~ the
door quite a long time, and at least some of the liquor
gets hidden, and Margaret and Arthur get dressed, and
by the time the police come through there are only a
few people to get their names taken, and that's all it is,
just names taken and questions asked and a look in the
servants' rooms (where they find a gallon jar half-full)
but nothing more, not even any arrests though the van
is outside. One or two of those whose names have been
taken are a bit upset, but after all it's their own fault
and they could easily have got out at the back: and it's
a bit hard on Robert with his position and all but it
doesn't look as if anything will happen to him, after all
it's not as if this wasn't going to be legal in a year or
so, and it's very unlikely the police will do anything
more, they've done what they came for and stopped the
party, only I do think it's a pity for Nancy and Andrew
to have such a sad farewell, but at least they'll remember it, all tlle way to Heathrow and perhaps even to
Idlewild. Robert is a bit acid when I tell him of course
I can't take the room after what's happ·ened, one doesn't
want to live in a marked house, but I'm sure he understands really, and anyway he's got lots of money. And
afterwards we find that the only reason the police came,
it was nothing political, was that some of the African
guests didn't know exactly where the house was, and
they went up and down the street knocking on doors
and asking where the party was, and with bottles in
their hands, I suppose it didn't look so good, but at
least it is a relief that it 'was nothing political.
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·Jacky is Coloured, or at least he has a Coloured
identity card and that is certainly good enough. He
looks quite African, though, and ce~tainly he ne~er has
any trouble going into the townshIps or travell~ng on
the trains from Faraday, so I suppose he can claIm the
best of both worlds. In some ways it is a pity he doesn't
love Natalie, but in other ways perhaps it is a mercyif he did, the situation might be even more hellish than
it is. Natalie is Jewish, not orthodox and she has no
objection to bacon, but her family are very strict and
she's really not old enough to fight them. ~nly she. is
quite passionately, abandonedly, hopelessly In love WIt?Jacky, even though he makes it perfectly clear that hIS
feelings towards her are, at the very best, only lukewarm. Still, having lost his job because o~ ?er (her
mother rang up the firm and complained) he IS In. rather
a dependent position, an~ you can't .blame hIm for
staying with her when thIngs are so dIfficult. As they
really are, for both of them. I never could have belie,:ed
that when her mother actually telephoned the polIce
about them, the police would have said, as th~y did,
that they had no evidence and could take no actIon. So
that's not the problem, at the moment, but Natalie's
not working any morC' and they won't be ~ble. t? stay
at their present place any longer, Matthew IS gIvmg up
the house. So I really can't imagine what will happen
to. them, unless they can borrow some money from
someone and after all he's put up with Matthew
certainly' won't lend them any. Nor would I, in his
place.
V
The drifters waver on many boundaries. The lines
between races and sexes and economic classes, sharp as
they sometimes are, fade and shift disconcertingly and
unpredictably. The strongest advocates of the Immorality Act often find themselves its victims. Nimrod Mkele
has dra\vn attention to the value of white friends to
Africans as a status symbol: he has not explored the
inverse situation, the significance of social relations with
non-whites to whites who wish to make a gesture of
nonconformity. Nowhere in the world is it more difficult
for a relationship simply to exist between people rather
than between members of groups, classified and identified even if they refuse to be stereotyped or segregated.
South African society is not a single organism, not a
smooth surface: it is a body sliced in segments, a field
sewn 'with trenches and landmines. No wonder the
drifters drift.
•

He touches his hat and says "Baas."
I have had enough of that;
I'm tired of signing his pass.
It scares the shit out of me:
A man with a broken hat.
If he's so dumb, can I be free?
PATRICK ROLAND
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Prospects for the
Lagos Charter
COLIN

LEGUM

Empirical Pan-Africanism
at the Lagos Summit
THE LAGOS "SUMMIT" conference of heads of state did
not deepen the division of Africa into rival power blocs,
as is too often implied. What it did do was to throw
into sharper relief the different trends of opinion, the
various political forces, which co-exist throughout the
continent today.
It is a mistake to assume the operation of a single
Pan-African political dynamic, more or less perfectly
·expressed by anyone government. There is no disagreement in Africa about the aim of Pan-African
unity. But both within and between different states
there are very real and honestly-held disagreements
about the terms on which unity is possible or desirable.
Ironically, the very governments who are most commonly associated with militant Pan-Africanism have
become the least willing to compromise, for the sake
of unity, the principles they regard as fundamental to
Africa's progress. This political fastidiousness has to
some etxtent isolated the very governments who, it had
been assumed, would lead the Pan-African unity movement. These are, of course, the revolutionary governments of Ghana, Guinea, Mali and the United Arab
Republic: by "revolutionary" I mean committed to
strict non-alignment abroad and rapid state-induced
economic progress within a one-party state at home.
Until very recently Accra, Conakry and Cairo had been
accepted as the capitals to· which continental African
nationalism looked for leadership as the prototype and
magnet for the "African Personality."
With the independence of Nigeria and Frenchspeaking Africa the political balance in Africa altered,
at first imperceptibly. It was still assumed that the
reformist approach of governments like the Nigerian,
Ethiopian and Liberian would give way in time to the
more militant prototype; and that revolutions in the exFrench colonies would pretty soon sweep away the
"stooge" governments instated by France. On those
assumptions, it was reasonable for the "true" PanAfricanists to lay down the conditions for unity-nonalignment and "African socialism"-and wait for history to produce Pan-Africanist leadership throughout
Africa. It was also to be expected that history would be
given a helping hand in the form of financial and moral
encouragement of opposition movements, trade unions
and so on.
COL 1NL E GUM,
a South African, is chief
Commonwealth correspondent on The Observer,
London. His Africa-A Handbook to the Continent has just been published by Blond, London.
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The magnetIc attraction of the "revolutionary"
capitals remains one of the strong political forces
throughout Africa. But it is no longer the only one.
First, the tactics adopted by these governments' have
set up a strong reaction against interference by one
African state into the affairs of another, which in turn,
has weakened the ideal of political unity in which
national sovereignty is diminished. Second, it has become clear that the revolutions expected against
"stooge" governments are by no means as certain as
had appeared, and may even be avoided altogether.
The fact is that most of the small or/and weak former
French colonies are utterly dependent upon French
economic assistance not only for capital development
but for recurrent expenditure. The old cry: "If Guinea
could do it, why can't we?" recedes as Guinea's own
difficulties increase. And weak though Guinea was
when the French deserted her so shamefully in 1958,
she was still a lot stronger than many independent
French-speaking states today. The unpleasant fact is
that most of these states simply have no alternative to
their present dependence upon France whatever the
complexion of their government: to expect a policy of
militant non-alignment is not practical politics at
present.
There emerges, then, three rough groupings of governments: the revolutionaries, the reformists and the
conservatives. Each of these tendencies exists in most
African states, but the revolutionary governments are
at prese.nt in the minority. In 1960 and 1961, the
Congo crisis precipitated the formation of formal
groupings of states, which coalesced round foreign
policy issues. In January 1961 the "Casablanca" group
was formed primarily to co-ordinate its members' militant approach to the Congo issue. Ghana, Guinea, Mali
and the United Arab Republic were joined by the
Algerian Provisional Government as well as Morocco
(for the particularist reason that she hoped for support
for her stand on Mauritania). The group established a
formal Charter for African unity and the rudiments of
machinery for permanent co-operation.
Also in 1961, twelve conservative French-speaking
states came together to discuss their relations with
France over Algeria and the Sahara tests. They signed
their own "Brazzaville" Charter, providing for co-ordination of policies and functional co-operation on economic affairs, defence and foreign policy. Ten states
remained uncommitted to either Charter. The Monrovia conference of May last year was initiated by
Nigeria, Liberia and Togo specifically in order to
dissolve their exclusive groupings and supersede them
in an inclusive Pan-African framework. The attempt
failed because the Casablanca powers refused to come
at the last minute. Although the Lagos conference was
technically a follow-up of the Monrovia one, the sponsors again hoped to attract the Casablanca states as
well.
They failed largely because they refused to invite the
Algerian Provisional Government. This was a bad tactical blunder, which laid the group open to the charge
of domination by the "Brazzaville twelve" who opposed
the invitation to the Algerians. Even assuming that the
Casablanca group used the Algerians for the excuse
they were looking for not to attend a conference they
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could not dominate, they should never have been given
such a cast-iron excuse. The Casablanca group is well
within its rights in refusing to attend a conference froI?
which one "of its number had been excluded. Nor IS
it fair to the Algerian Provisional Government to compare them with nationalists from Kenya or even South

Africa, who do not have a government in exile widely
recognised inside and outside Africa. In 1960 the
Algerians were seated as full members of the Conference
of Independent African States; and they can hardly be
blamed for their anger at being excluded by the
"Brazzaville" governments, who until very recently

continued on page 12

CAPE TOWN
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CAPE TOWN I SING.

It is Sunday afternoon and I am dictating this wh~le
striding up and down the surf-pounded beach of Chfton, watching the waves break, bre~k, bre~k.. I am
wearing my cloak and from time to tIme I flICk .It.
My faithful readers, those that have st~ck \vlth ~e
through thick and thin, in sickness ~~d In .health, In
good times and bad since I started wrItIng thIS column,
will be asking-if they are alert-when I left Table
Mountain. I had been living in a shack on Table
Mount, waiting for the Bomb to go ~ff. However, I
made a pile of money (see last I?onth. s column) and
am now touring the country, partIng 'Wlth me my portable bomb-shelter.
.
In front of me, scraping the ice off my toes and takIng
down my dicta, is WaIt Whiteman, my own Boswell.
On a jagged rock a slim-hipped sea-gull has been
intoning a mournful ditty. High pitc~ed, b~t mourn~ul;
quite an achi~vement. . ~ow he flIes off, left WIng
stammering slIghtly, to JOIn a group of. prosperou.slypaunched penguins that have been chantIng beckonInglyon the horizon.
.
WaIt, whose long white false beard has b~en flappIng
'melodiously against the front of his alpaca Jacket, turns
to me. "We are not alone," he mutters.
"Pr'ecisely my dear Whiteman," I answer.
He has at' last seen the thousands of bikinied brownpeople burning themselves up in the sun.
"Look at the ladies," he requests.
I do. ("Hul bratjies is bra skraal," protested Clifton's
ace bard and poet laur~ate-but that w~s in another
language, and, besides, In another ma~~Z1ne.)
"Tell your readers about Cape Town, WaIt suggests.
Oh, dear readers, if you could see the well-fed, someTHE
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what effete and sometimes exaggeratedly well-formed
bodies lying here, you would understand something
about Cape Town. Something about South Africa, too..
But Cape Town to me is not this collection of sunburnt strangers. It is rather my friends here, many of
them not Capetonians by birth. They are many, and
share only their habit of holding meetings and parties,
sometimes both simultaneously. They are not symbolised for me by the present Parliament but by the Cape
Spring, green, infinitely lovely and promising a great
future.
Let me describe a meeting/party I attended recently.
It 'was held at the flat of a retired hog-runner. When a
Porcine Prohibition hit the" Karroo he made his pile
selling illicit pigs to pig-fanciers and holding illegal
hog-races from dorp to dorp. He now sells second-hand
ears. His wife, our gracious hostess, spent the evening
knocking down the walls between their flat and those
adjacent, murmuring "Togetherness." "Slumped inanely
on the couch was a gigantic human Teddy Bear, an
Oxford graduate, who grunted wisely at intervals. In
the corner lolled a dishevelled jazz-fan barking out
"Yes. Man" and "Dollar Brand" as if imitating a
Feiffer cartoon. Next to me sat a barefooted gossamer
socialist who had aggressively driven her father's
Cadillac into the Hall. A balding ex-publisher (sacked,
political reasons), a one-time Fort Hare lecturer (sacked,
political reasons) and a former member of the N.E.V.M.
(resigned, woke up) made up the complement.
We began the meeting, conferred for an hour, solved
all the immediate problems, then got out from under
the table.
Our host pulled out a bottle of wine (this is Cape
Town, remember) and enjoined us thus, "Tipple,
bibbers, and tope."
We did. Even the Special Branch man joined in.
That is Cape Town. Cape Town I sing. And love.

Codicil
"Hi, Cod!" sneered a young man to me, mispronouncing my pseudosurname, "Still producing your
undergraduate-hurnour-type column for The New
African?" After felling him with a copy o~ Encount~r;
Dec., 1961, I read him .extracts ~rom NIge.l D~~nls
review of Beyond the Fringe contaIned thereIn,- The
spontaneous alacrity that makes so-called 'underg.raduate humour' the entrancing thing it is" and "The ~md of
an intelligent undergraduate presents a maturIty that
only a handful of geniuses command after the ag~ of
25." Then I answered the young man, who had Just
graduated himse,lf, "YES."
•
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actually sent troops to fight with the French army
against the Algerians.
.
When it became clear that the AlgerIans were not
going to be invited, Tunisia, Sudan and Libya, Monr~
via group sympathisers, all left the Co~ference. Th.IS
raised in exaggerated form, a further mInor strand In
the Pan-African web of ideas: the conflict between
those who believe the Arabs are part of Africa and
those who think black Africa should be united without
the Arabs, who, to quote a delegate at Lagos, "always
drag their own divisions into Africa." PerhaI?s the remaining delegates at Lagos felt an underlyIng .sense
of guilt about the Algerians, perhaps they were sunply
disappointed at the absence of so many ot~el~s. W.hatever the explanation, the departure of TunIsIa,. LIbya
and Sudan released a surprising flood of antI-Arab
invective. Though it probably does not ~o ve~y deep, it
was symptomatic of an attempt to ratIonalIse unde.rlying emotions, which few were prepared to defend In
public debate.
The Charter devised at Lagos is modelled clearly on
the United Nations Charter, with the persistent emphasis on non-interference in each other's affairs. There is
an elaborate three-tier structure of command: Assembly of Heads of States, Permanent Co~ncil ~f. Mi~sters,
and Secretariat. The Secretary-General s pOSItIon IS carefully spelt out very much on the lines of the U.N.
Secretary-General-e,xcept that there is pro~ision for
his succession if he dies in office. The only Important
U.N. institutions missing are the Security Council and
the veto. Much is made of the essential equality of all
states, and the opposition to any "great powers'~ p.retensions. The emphasis is upon isolating and buIldIng
upon areas of common ~greement, i.gnoring divisive
differences. The Charter IS to come Into effect when
three-quarters of independent. Africa has signe~ it,
when it will be registered WIth U.N. as a regIonal
organisation like the Organisation of American States.
The prospects for the Lagos <::hart~r depend upon
two things. First, are the revolutIona~Ies (Casabla~ca)
.prepared to work with the conservat~ves (BrazzayIlle)
for functional unity-as the reformIsts (the mIddle
states) have already indicated they can? 'Yill Ghana
and Guinea be willing, for instance, to SIt round a
conference table' with the French advisers of some of
the Brazzaville states? This problem goes much deeper
than the question of which Charter everyone sh?ul?
sign: it is a problem of what price in terms of prInCIples the Casablanca powers will. be prepared to pay f.or
unity now. It is a very real dIle~ma, not to be dISmissed as a question of power-seekIng or amour propre.
Finally, like all elaborate structures th~ succe~s of
the Lagos Charter will depend upon who IS appOInted
as Secretary-General and what he is allowed to make
of the position. If the new organisation is to amount to
anything its Secretary-Gene~'al mus.t be a~l~ to speak
with the authority of an InternatIonal CIVIl servant.
It is hard to know at this stage whether a figure of
real prominence and power is ~nvisaged or. would be
acceptable in practice. No nation, no continent,. has
found it easy to unite or to accept a supra-natIonal
authority. It is hardly surprising that Africa, stro~gly
charged as it is with nationalisms, should have faIled
so far to find a magic formula.
•
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BLOOM

IN 1950 Mannoni's Prospero and Caliban: a study of
the psY~hology of colonization was first published in
French. At that time, the. imminent, speedy and sometimes violent overthrow of modern colonialism was
unsuspected by the colonial powers, who were still
motivated by a mixture of wishful-thinking and complacency. True, in 1947 India had won her independence and China had shaken off both the western
pow~ers and Japan. Yet the French, Dutch, British and
Portuguese control of their colonies in the Far a.nd
Near East was only beginning to crumble, and AfrIca
was barely stirring. Few questions 'Yere asked: about
less-known colonies: the Outer RUSSIan republIcs and
"satellite" countries, and those Latin American states
that were economic fiefs of American business.
Not surprisingly, most studies made of colonial situations dealt with economic and political issues, and the
handful dealing with psychological and sociological
aspects of colonialism tended to b.e compul~ively concerned with defending or attackIng theones of the
alleged intellectual, emotional an? moral infe~or~ty of
subject peoples, and the equally Illusory superIorIty of
the rulers.
Mannoni's book has for its basic object the analysis
of "the meeting of two entirely different types of personality and their reactions to each other, in consequence of which the native becomes 'colonized' and
the European becomes a colonial." He argues that the
assimilation of "European" culture by "native" (1)
can succeed only if "the personality of the native is
first destroyed through uprooting, enslavement, and
the collapse of the social structure," (2) causes the
"celebrated inferiority complex of the coloured peoples," which is the "key to the psychology of backward
peoples, and their relationship of dependen.ce upon the
'European'," and (3) is hampered by. the ~If!iculty that
"it is not yet clear how a personalIty orIgInally constructed on the 'noncivilized' model can later produce
a second, 'civilized personality'." Mannoni even appears

is a lecturer in psychology,
University of Natal, Durban.
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to argue with the aid of quotations from and mysterious
Jungian interpretations of a speech by Caliban, that
the colonized peoples have no personality: either they
are submissive, like Miranda, Ariel or Friday, or they
rebel and oppose like Caliban, who was "mere bestiality."
The reviewer finished his rereading of the book,
dismayed that so gifted a psychologist could fall into
the same traps as the old-fashioned colonialist, for
Mannoni's thesis is little more than a highly-sophisticated version of such tiresome myths that "the natives
are only children," "the natives have only a thin veneer
of civilization" and "'the natives' have minds and
bodies that operate fundamentally differently from ours"
-views that are heard nauseatingly often in and out of
parliament in this country and its neighbours. Mannoni, in his easy assumption of the odious term "native", tacitly subscribes to the belief that the world is
divisible into two significant groups: We, the civilised,
and they the "natives," the "uncivilised" whom we
have come to set to rights-a belief at once unctuous,
arrogant and with neither moral nor scientific justification.
What value has Mannoni's positing two antithetical
groups: the "Native" and the "Europeans"? Is there a
psychology of peoples, by which one can compare the
"native mind" with that of the "European"? Or is this
a novel version of the pernicious Group Mind Analogy
that always appears to provide a spurious quasi-scientific buttress for the shady, shabby facts of economic
and political exploitation? I have the gravest suspicions
of any theory that discusses the mind of the X or Y
group; it is highly questionable that any description
of the behaviour of members of a group can be other
than so abstract or superficial as to ignore the range of
individual differences. Dr. Verwoerd and I are both no
doubt "Europeans", but I shudder to think that according to Mannoni we have many deeply significant qualities in common because of our belonging to the same
group. Apart from the many logical errors of the
Group Mind view, grave dangers arise from its use in
political argument. A. J. Toynbee condemns the humiliating inhumanity of the use of the blanket term
"Native", a term that (like "Bantu") exacerbates the
position of the inarticulate, unfranchised and underprivileged, for it lumps them into a congealed and
formless group in which the individual is without
character, individuality or worth.
In South Africa, the insulting assimilation of the
African~ Indian and Coloured individual to norms that
are the fancy of the ruling-class is re-enforced by a
psychological mechanism that Mannoni grossly underemphasises: that it is often the colonise,r who desires
the dependence of the "native" upon him: the coloniser
wishes to be the one adult in a world of children, a
relationship lying behind the grotelsqueries of some of
the more repugnant institutions and prejudices of the
white South African, such as the degrading term of
address "Boy! ", the African "house-boy's" uniform of
coarse cloth that makes him a guy, an adult-child, and
is a symbol of servitude, depriving him of his individuality. One does not need to understand an individual or
to treat him as of equal humanity if he is as an
indistinguishable part of a mass.
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Mannoni fails to analyse motivation outside stereotyped, social, external behaviour, because he has
accepted the myth of the" African personality", as he
has accepted the myth of the "colonisers" and the
"colonised" personality. It is arguable that much of the
apparent conformity of the African and the apparent
acceptance of discrimination are simply superficial
defence-mechanisms, masking an inner seething hostility. It is difficult to rebel against a system that is
imposed with the aid of armies and armed police. One
has to thread one's way through the thickets of custom
and the thorns of legislation, as best one can without too
often being scratched. Because the cleaner calls me
"Baas" or my university graduate friend goes quietly to
the rear of the bus, does not imply their acceptance of
the colonial situation nor that they feel inferior. Mannoni ought to wander through African townships, listen
to road workers and labourers and have an African
translate the songs and the jokes against the exploiting
class.
Mannoni little appreciates the political difficulties of
liberatory movements opposed by ruthless military and
legislative machine. There is often a powerful political
argument for non-violent resistance. This is no pathological sense of inferiority, but a shrewd appraisal of the
present situation, and of the future after the colonial
situation has been dissolved. In 1962, liberatory movements in South Africa cannot overthrow the system
violently. After the overthrow of the system there will
be an alInost insatiable need for technicians and
administrators that could not be met by the Africans,
deprived of the opportunities for technical and higher
education. It would be folly to argue from this technological inferiority, that Africans as a group feel, or in
fact are, "inferior" in any significant sense.
Mannoni 'asks whether the turbulent situation of an
individual struggling for assimilat~on into a society
different from that into which he was born, does not
make him subject to personality conflicts. This conflict
is a product of the' unwillingness of the dominant class
to admit the essential equality of the subordinate class.
The conflicts of so-called marginal men will vanish
'when society is itself integrated, and the hypocritical
sobbing for the lot of the "detribalised", educated
African in fact is intended to drown the cries of Africans for equal educational and economic opportunities.
Mannoni, like others sharing the values of a colonising elite, is concerned with pseudo-problems: he assumes
an altogether exaggerated rigidity of personality and a
grossly underestimated power of social forces to achieve
rapid and permanent change.
Mannoni does not appreciate that as the balance of
political power changes, so too will the ethos of society,
and the mass-media of information will be compelled
to swing into line. Many people will be unwilling or
unable to change their values and style of life. Some
will welcome change. Many more will be indifferent,
and will live and believe as they see society dictate.
Given massive shifts in power and changes in law, it
will be possible to combat the evil hangover of colonial
attitudes, and the dichotomy of "coloniser" and "colonised" personality will be readily seen to be the fiction
that it is. Further, many members of the dominant class
cannot move, and therefore will be compelled to adjust
13

to changes in social evaluations of the members of
society. Even in 1962, "Boy!" is slightly less respectable
than it was 10 years ago. But as homogeneity becomes
marked with the rising social, economic, and educational standards of the formerly d-ominated classes, so
it will become less strain for the formerly dominatingclasses to accommodate. The common humanity of
erstwhile exploiter and exploited will be demonstrated
and reinforced by economic and political integration.

•

Jazz Could U-se

A rr new thing"
out of Africa
JOHN BARKER
WHAT HAS BEEN Africa's contribution to modern music?
In modern classical music a purely African influence
would be hard to detect. Stravinsky, Ravel, Malhaud
and Debussy have all written works inspired by jazz,
but their flirtations with the music have been temporary
and of little importance.
It is in jazz music alone that a pure African influence
is clearly discernible. Of all the creative arts, jazz,
owes its greatest debt to Africa and it is through jazz
that African music has reached a high point in its
development.
If an art form can be 'Considered the' sole property of
anyone group, then jazz belongs to the Negro. Without
wishing to sound like a member of the Race Classification Board,·I must qualify this by the use of the term,
'American Negro'.
For obvious reasons, mainly his closer contact with
European music and its instruments, the African in
America was able to translate his musical language
into what has now become a universal form of artistic
·expression, but the African element is, or should be,
basic to the music.
I say "should be", because there are ominous signs
that these basic elements are in danger of being discarded in a search for more freedom of expression often
associated with the term "far-out".
One such exponent of "the new thing in jazz" is
Ornette' Coleman, a saxophonist, who claims-among
other things-that his instrument is only an imitation
of the human voice. No one can quibble with this.
Louis Armstrong has achieved the same effect without
ever claiming to do so-but Armstrong has never lost
contact with the beat, which is the life blood of jazz.
By contrast Ornette Coleman could dispense with his
rhythm section which provides him with his only real
contact with jazz and we could then rightly speak of a
"new ·thing", but it would not be jazz.
All this has great relevance for the aspiring African
-jazzman who, with his daily contact and instinctive
feeling for the music of his people, could put back into
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jazz all that is most vital to its healthy development. At
the same time he could give a lead to his American
counterpart, who is seeking a cure for the malaise in
which the new music now finds itself.
Up till now African jazz has been little more than a
carbon copy of the American "thing". In a sense this is
understandable and much the same can be said of
Swedish or British jazz-but the African musician is in
a unique position. The modem American or European
jazzman must, in all fairness, seek his inspiration in the
somewhat sterile atmosphere of Greenwich Village' or
even Brighton Pier whereas every African musician has
a ready-made supply of exciting rhythms and harmonies
begging to be incorporated into his music.
It would obviously be fatal for African jazzmen to
follow a line of separate development or to create a
"music within a music", but they should not be blinded
or more appropriately deafened to the fact that many
of the exponents of the "new thing in jazz" would
receive a much needed lesson in harmony from any
Zulu road-gang.
Any African musician, who ventured to criticise the
modern American jazzman, would lay himself open to
the jibe which Eddie Condon, a White guitarist from
Chicago, delivered at Hugues ·Panassie, the French
critic: "How come these French cats are telling us how
to play jazz? Do I tell Panassie how to jump on a
grape?"
So far, with the possible exception of Kippie
Moeketse, an alto saxophone and clarinet player of
. considerable promise, no African jazzman has successfully introduced even the most basic elements of
African folk-song into his music.
Recently, Quincey Jones, one of the most advanced
composer-arrangers in jazz, reviewed a record which
featured a South African group, on the Voice of
America Jazz Hour. The group concerned were "The
Jazz Epistles" and contained probably the finest line-up
of local talent available, includin.g Kippie Moeketse and
the Cape Town pianist, Dollar Brand. Quincey Jones
was favourably impressed but he pointed out that "The
Epistles" were only a reasonable facsimile of the
average modern American group. Where, he wondered,
were the yet unplumbed resources of African tribal
music and why were they not reflected in the' music?
This is evidence that the American jazzman is looking
to Africa for inspiration. He has been responsible for
the phenomenal development of a basically simple tribal
music- into a higWy sophisticated art form and he has
every right to expect a contribution from the African
jazzman.
When Tony Scott, a leading American clarinetist,
visited South Africa, he was quick to sense the jazz
quality in the playing of the young penny whistlers, who
are so much a part of Township life. These same penny
'whistlers can be heard stopping the traffic in most of
our cities and Tony Scott was not the "only cat who
flipped." White office workers, whose taste seldom rises
above Elvis Presley, have shown more than a passing
interest in this exciting music.
BAR K E R, a young Natal journalist, who
has been with the Argus group of newspapers, is
at present working in Europe.
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Are you an
Un-New African?

Die Putsonderwater Daaglikse Koerant's Bureau
of Racial Opinion (Vereeniging vir Kuns. en
Wetenskap) has been conducting a survey of the
readership of The New African. It might be said
that the results are rather unique.
1. Would you like to be on a London bound
plane with Sir Roy Welensky?
No
99.9%
Yes
.
0.1%
2. If yes, why?
Answer: To talk about narrow-gauge railways.
3. What \vould you do if you had Harry Oppenheirner's money?
Organise trade unions among mi.grant mine workers
60.2%
Build an arms factory .
15.3%
Don't know
24.5%
4. Who do you back in the Transkei?
150 proof
Matanzin1a
Botha Sigcau
25 proof
including customs duties)
5. What form of franchise do you favour in the
Transkei?
99.0%:
One man, one vote
One man, one vote, one candidate
1.0~1>
7. What do you think of The New African?
Of what?
64.5 %
Oh that!
35.5%
8. Have you subscribed? If not fill in the form
below.
0

0

THE SUBSCRIPTION MANAGER
THE NEW AFRICAIN
P.O. BOX 2068
CAPE TOWN
I enclose
R2.00,l£1/$2.80 for 12 months
Rl.20/12s/$1.75 for 6 months

Name
Address

Some subscribers have told us that they did not
receive the February issue of The New African.
Every copy was posted, yet the General Post
Office, Cape'Town, assure us that they withheld
none. Please let us know if, as a subscriber, you
did not receive the February issue.
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Not so our jazzmen. Township jazz is shunned, not
because it is sometimes heard on Radio Bantu (less
frequently now that its ethnic content has become too
urbanised) but presumably because· it would be found
to lack "soul"-as if jazz were some sort of course in
theology.
In actual fact Township Jazz, in spite of its urbanisation, has many of the authentic elements of a music
that the modern jazzman is rapidly forgetting. As one
critic put it: "Sonle modern jazzmen are selling their
birthright for a mess of European pottage."
It is these same elements that many American jazzmen are desperately seeking in the hope of restoring
some of the lost vitality to a music that needs. more than
a jab from a drug addict's needle if it is to survive as
an art form.
•

The New
Un-African
DENNIS

B·RUTUS

D. D. T. Jabavu briefly at Fort
Hare. He was by then a venerable old man, genial and
kindly, and though I did not take any of his classes, I
grew to like him. I found myself sharing the respect
most students felt for him as a "personage" without
quite knowing why. Gradually I learnt to know his
part in the development of African education and politics and also to know why he was a fig~re. Still later,
when I knew more, and studied the role of the Native
Representative Council and papers like lmvo Zabantsundu my respect for him declined.
But I am glad I met him, and remember him for his
sense of fun, almost clownishness-with just the faintest hint of "Uncle Tom."
I know his daughter, Noni, only through her writing
and am hot disposed to regret it after seeing a copy
(January) of The New Strand which she now edits.
This, to me, epitomizes the new-and rather revolting
"new un-African."
Someone gave me a copy of her Drawn in ColourI had decided against buying it, simply because of the
reviews-most of them favourable and faintly patronising. Reading of it confirmed my rejection. Apart from
a moving section on her brother's funeral (he was
stabbed by tsotsis in Johannesburg and she flew from
London to be present), I found it stilted, artificial and
critifal in the worst down-the-nose white tradition.
I KNEW PROFESSOR

BRUTUS is secretary of the South
African Sports Association and is prominent in the
South African Convention movement. He was
banned from attending meetings, and dismissed
from his Government teaching post, in 1961.
DENNIS
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Clearly she had become an alien in her own culture
--'detribalised" is what we call it in our own South
African shorthand, but it is better not to use this term
-to anyone else it has the wrong connotations of protribalism. Her acid contempt for the Uganda culture
into which her sister married, for instance, is the kind
of dismissal we are accustomed to from the most ignorantly superior type of white visitor-settler in Africa.
She speaks superciliously of their smell, their inefficiency, and their mechanical imitation of an English
culture, for which they are not ready.
But the January New Strand is much worse. (I don't
know about the other issues.) It reeks of the self-conscious and pretentious personality of an ex-African
woman-blatantly paraded.
But this is vague. One must cite her editorial. She
has been (as she is at pains to point out) editor since
Septe,mber and is married to some wealthy member of
the Cadbury clan-the chocolate people. She points
out other things as well.
She is listed as editor on the contents page-but
this is what follows her editorial:
"NONI JABAVU (Signature reproduced) 7 John St.,
London W.C.I. editor of the The New Strand. Author
of autobiography Drawn in Colour published by John
Murray, London, 1960, now in the fifth printing: published by Mondadori, Milan, 1961: to be published
by St. Martin's Press, ,New York, 1962."
Africans have a way of consciously asserting their
presence. You can see it in the graceful flaunting of
African girls on any road in the Transkei, or in the
solid assurance of the "lift boys" and watchmen of
"J ozi."
But the other kind of self-display is different-it is the
difference between those, magnificently breasted Xhosa
maidens on the country roads-ripe peach-mangoes is
what I think of-and the hothouse peachiness of a
strip-teaser.
Miss Jabavu's display is of the latter sort.
What's the editorial about? Mainly about "Midwinter
in Menton": Well, not quite: mainly about what the
editor thinks about midwintering in "wintry Menton."
"Where I do have to wear my cosy chanel stripe worsted
suit as I have been forced to do in sunless London in
recent weeks." (Menton, perhaps I should add, is on the
Riviera.) It is also about writers on war and other
specialists-an unbelieveably incomplete and naive list.
And-and this really set my teeth-about "the left-wing
intellectuals whose instinct-denying attitude seems to
me perverse, 'mixed-up'."
Lots of other things are dragged in-General Spearpoint (obscurely), the Old Wives Tale (clumsily) and
the H-bomb-(for topicality). But I think I have given
enough to make my point.
Which is this. That here we have an African who has
been able to assimilate the culture of another world and
to take a place in it successfully and with distinction.
But whose personality seems to me full of artifice, and
falseness-the robes are borrowed and ill-fitting, the
voice off-key and jarring. It can happen to anyone. But
· Published by the proprietors: Insight PublicationJ (Pty.) Ltd.,
702 Namaqua House, Burg Street, Cape Town, and printed
~
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it seems to me that this is the African of our time-the
new African-becoming new in everything and ceasing
to be African and genuine.
Is this the traditional spite of the unknown or unsuccessful author for those who have arrived? I hope not.
Reading Miss Jabavu-particularly in Drawn in
Colour-one cannot fail to be impressed by her easy
and assured handling of the English language-a
familiarity with the nuances and idiomatic intricacies
which give her writing a nervous quality and distinctive
charm. But the falseness of tone and the artificiality of
taste are jarring. To be taken into the bosom of the
"best families" should not lead to casting off Africa or
African attitudes. Still less to speak patronisingly of
people anywhere-"the ordinary little man and friend
at my garage"; or loftily, with upper-crust condescension, of "my London left-wing unfriends". In this last
quotation we have the essence of the matter: it is the
voice of the British Establishment emerging, surprisingly, and annoyingly, from the mouth of an African who
has been assimilated into the system.

*

*

*

But perhaps the fault is not entirely here. There are
other equally tasteless examples of self-display in the
same issue.
The second part of a story "Gideon and the Carraway Case" is printed. It is "By John Creasey as J. J.
Marric". The editorial footnote: "This series presents
a new and brilliant treatment in serial form of Gideon's
March by John Crease,y (as J. J. Marric). Like all
Gideon stories, this new book contains several gripping
themes, to be presented in The New Strand as separate
stories."
John Creasey is also listed on the contents page as
one of the two proprietors.
A full-page advert announces that the first issue of
The New Stran'd was "virtually out of print before it
was published".
•

The story of the resistance to the
introduction of women's
passes in Zeerust
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AND THE
DOM-PAS
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WALL

This is a summary of the Rev. Charles
Rooper's book Brief Authority which was
banned in 1960. As Anglican Rector of
Zeerust he saw the grim repression of the
Bafurutse by the police.
Send 35c plus 4c postage to:
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